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They said that 300 years ago, on Halloween Night, the Cursed 
Rose sank right off the coast of town, taking down the entire 
crew with her. Naturally, we decided it was a great idea to host 
a pirate-themed Halloween party right on the pier! Everything 
was going great, and everyone was especially impressed by that 
giant projection of a pirate ship… That is, until we realized it 
wasn’t a projection, but the ghostly vessel of Captain Albrecht 
returned! Apparently he doesn’t like parties… Especially ones 
marking the eve of his death. Now he’s ruined everything 
by unleashing a horde of zombie pirates (or is that pirate 
zombies…?) onto the town! 

Since this whole thing is kinda our fault, we have to fix it!  

GAMING NIGHT MODE
The Gaming Night Mode allows you to play all night long without 
being bothered by sudden death. Defeated Survivors rise up in 
the middle of the battle to keep on fighting beside their friends. 
The goal here is simple: never get left out of a game because your 
Survivors are defeated! To play with the Gaming Night Mode, ap-
ply these rules.

1 – Gaming Night rules replace Resurrection rules (featured in 
Angry Neighbors).

2 – When a Survivor is defeated, lay down his miniature. Ignore 
him for all game effects until his return, as if he was removed from 
the board.
At the beginning of any subsequent Players’ Phase, before the 
first player acts, return the Survivor (in his Survivor or Zombivor 
aspect, you choose). Discard all of his Equipment and Wounded 
cards. He loses his experience points as well. Upon his return, he 
gains:
- As many experience points as the least experienced Survivor on 
the board. You don’t have to choose the same Orange and Red 
Skills as the Survivor previously had.

- Equipment: Draw Equipment cards until you find two weap-
ons. Discard the other cards (including Aaahh!! cards).Ongoing 
game effects previously applied to the Survivor are removed. 
Remember: getting killed intentionally is for wimps.
If the odds seem too steep after a team wipe, don’t be afraid to start 
the Mission again. Having fun shall be the ultimate rule. 

VICTORY CONDITIONS: BACK 
TO DAVY JONES' LOCKER!

This is all tied to Captain Albrecht! If we banish him then all this 
returns to normal (or so we hope!). 

The players win if Captain Albrecht is killed. 

SPECIAL RULE: HOW DO YOU 
KILL A GHOST?

Ned’s creepy uncle is huge into the town’s history as well as 
paranormal stuff. He said that Captain Albrecht could only laid 
to rest by destroying his ship and consecrating him in Rum (don’t 
ask). Not just any Rum, but a special bottle of Dead Man’s Reserve! 
Unfortunately, he got eaten just as he was about to tell us where 
it was! We have to find it! 

Albrecht cannot be destroyed until the MAINMAST and the 
WHEEL have been destroyed (they have 8 HP each. Each hit deals 
1 damage.

The players must find the BLUE OBJECTIVE MARKER. This is the 
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Dead Man’s Reserve (A Molotov). It’s the only thing that can break 
Albrecht's ghostly, incorporeal form. Once Albrecht has been 
consecrated by the Dead Man's Reserve, he can be killed!
 
Albrecht is treated as an abomination in all respects save his 
health.  Albrecht has 10 hit points and retains any damage done 
to him in a turn.

SPECIAL RULES: THE 
DRAWBRIDGE
The Captain is bunkered down on his ship. We’ll need to get to it 
to take him out! Unfortunately that means lowering the bridge 
to his ship, which means we’ll need the key to the drawbridge! 
The players must find the GREEN OBJECTIVE MARKER, and then 
spend 1 Action while in the Control Room to lower the bridge. 
Once this is done, the spawnpoints on the ship immediately ac-
tivate and spawn.  

SPECIAL RULES: BAD TO 
WORSE
Seems the crewmen knows what we’re up to! The Captain’s 
ghost-men are guarding the areas with the stuff we need, as well 
as a few others. We have to take them out as well, or one of them 
will just take over as captain when Albrecht’s gone! Players must 
kill each of the 4 crewmen guarding the Objective Markers. Crew-
men are 2 Toughness and will not exit the building they guard. In 
addition, each time they would be hit, roll a die. On a 5+ that hit 
is ignored. 

SPECIAL RULE: FROM THE DEEP
When a Fatty would spawn, instead spawn 1 Bosun and 2 Deckhands. 
These function in all ways as a Fatty and 2 Walkers except they may 
move through walls and closed doors. 
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